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Nature
Nature is the most wonderful creation of god to the 

earth .

It is the most beautiful scene that makes our mind hap-

py.

Nature gives rain to all living things .as the nature gives

us so many things as we also want to love it also .Nature

has a major role in maintaining  the equilibrium . Na-

ture is the home of all living thing. It is the heart of the 

living things that live there. As we are destroying it we 

are destroying the home for the birds ,animals, etc..

for this we want to love and care our nature.

If we care and love nature , it gives is so many good 

things                  

   By,

      Abhi Narayanan

       9 B



Mother Nature
      

Nature,the gi  of god. A marvel to me,a wonder to 

all.

Her eternal beauty,a mystery to all the gurgling of 

river,the sound of thrush easing its throat,the light 

of

the morning sun,the splash of colours by evening 

sun,

the greenery of plants and tree.  e sweet fruits,the 

juice. All explain the beauty of nature like a tree that

grows everyday. It’s beauty of nature that grows? It’s 

a magical fascination the  owers that render feast 

to the eyes. Nature laugh; I laugh back she off ers the 

bounty of god I accept it with heart and soul

                                    

             By,

                                                                  Alan Shaji                                                                           

        9.I



Life-Quotes
      

 e time span between birth and death is very

crucial indeed that is called’’Life’’.In the path way one 

may come across many faces. Some many pass by,oth-

ers shall stay with us or shall be,a part of some mem-

orable-memories.  e good deeds of good man shall 

always be

remembered.

                               As said by confusions,’’It is better to

light one candle than to curse the darkness’’. In spite 

of blaming fate,one shall take pain to built up,and 

spread the spirit of enlightenment within and around 

ourself. ‘’Heritage,

to go where the path may lead, indeed go where there 

is no path and leave a trail’’ and by doing so one shall 

be unique.

 Remember,

                         e time that pass  

                         the opportunity that’s less,

                         the words that uttered

                         the stone that’s thrown

                                                       Shan’t be recovered                                      

           So my dear friends, the only  nest move that 

we can make now is to live in the present fruitfully to 

make our future bright and meaningfully.                

By 

 Akshay K

 9B



Do You Know Anything About Our Kollam which we are 

living for decades... ere’s many thing about our Kollam 

Do you Know that the great Kollam Railway Station has 

the world’s second largest platform.....Yes ! it is 1,072.5 m 

which is 1.0725 Km

Do you know that our Kollam holds the place of eighth 

in the table of Non-Polluted places in the world...

Do you know that Kollam  enmala Eco Tourism is the 

Second Best in Kerala

Do you know that in the table of best schools in Kerala 

Kollam holds 16th & 17th

Do you know that our Kollam is also known as the ca-

shew capital of the world...and the largest cashew factory 

is in our Kollam 

Do you know that the largest Jesus statue in India is Lo-

cated in our Kollam...

     By Anoop Krishnan R

     9B



             By,

     Sabari S

     9 D



Feather
Next life I will be a feather

to live my dreams,
to  y across the mountains,

and streams to feel weightless,
and free

Just like that dry leaf that
falls from a tree

Oh! how wonder it
will be

Where I don’t have to care about anything
a just be me

So next time,
you will see me in between

the clouds and rainbows
 ying with the wind

across the mountains
and streams.

              By,
     Jimson J
     9 F



THE KING AND THE

SHEPHERD
In a certain kingdom in India,once there ruled a very haughty king named 

Dhanendra. He

had thought that he was very brilliant and his knowledge was greater than 

that of anybody else’s.

Once ,a traveller came through that way,and he wanted to visit the palace.  e 

king had always revered and hosted

guests promptly.

 e king was greatly amused in the guest’s talks. On the course of their talks, 

there

arose a question of intelligence.  e king himself claimed to be an intelligent 

man,and he even repudiated the talk about

other people’s wisdom telling that there was none in other countries who were 

more intelligent than that of his kingdom.

But,the guest said that even the shepherds of his country were brighter.  e 

king was displaced to

hear this, and he wanted to testify it. He sent his men to the neighbouring 

country.

 e king’s men entered the neighbouring country. While they were travelling 

deeper and

deeper into the country through hills and valleys,on the way,they saw a shep-

herd grazing his goats in a meadow. ey

neared him , and asked,’’ do you know which light,water,sleep and  ower are 

noble?’’.  e shepherd said ,’’the light of the

sun, the water of the holy Ganges, the sleep of tried, and the lotus  ower are 

noble.’’ Hearing these wise saying,the king’s

men were surprised.  ey asked how it was possible to know things with 

much sharpness.

To this shepherd guff awed loudly, and said with a little sarcasm in words.’’I 

was really testing your skill. My

answers were false. But you could not recognize it.  e correct answer is that 

the light of the eyes,the water in the torrid

places, the sleep of the cotton plant are the noble things.’’ so saying,the shep-

herd walked away loudly laughing.

 e king’s men could not believed their ears .  ey were totally astounded . 

 ey  knew that their king was nothing

even before a shepherd in their neighbouring country.



 By 

       Ashok S

           9B



 Kerala Flood-A lesson to future 

                Recently one of the worst  ood have hit decades. Ow-

ing copious rainfall that started on august 8th,2018,all the 

dams of the state were  lled with capacity.  e gate had to be 

opened to keep the dam's safe  e incessant rain's further de-

teriorated the  ood situation. Approximately 370 people have 

died in the  ood so far.  ousand homes have been aff ected 

and damaged. More than a million people had to take their 

shelter in relief camps normal life has come to a stand still. It 

will take many months of hard work to           

bring life to normalcy in Kerala.

                                                       e entire nation has come for-

ward to lent a helping hand to the Kerala  ood victims central 

government,state government,union territories, multi nation-

al companies,big business houses,celebrities,sports man and 

women,school,collages and common people have contributed 

to Kerala's chief minister's relief fund generously. Even the 

help from foreign countries is pouring in. It will take many 

months of hard work to bring back Kerala in to its original 

form.

    By

Aromal S

         9 I
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